Making a consistent profit at the races requires the discipline to choose the right betting opportunities and the skill to wager in the most logical manner. The Pick of the Day is the one horse that I believe has a very strong chance of winning, or a good chance of winning at overlaid odds. I search all major tracks daily for this horse. In the wagering strategies section of this sheet I give specific suggestions on how to wager on the Pick of the Day, and these suggestions may include win and place bets, exactas, trifectas, or even superfectas.

The Pick of The Day has hit at approximately 40% since its inception several years ago. Often times the real payoffs come from the exacta and trifecta combinations that I suggest. Each Pick of the Day sheet includes the conditions of the race, a complete program listing of the entire field with morning line odds, and other valuable information. In my analysis I include a description of how I see the pace scenario unfolding, a detailed analysis of the selected horse, and then my simple but specific wagering strategies. Once a week, either on a Saturday or Sunday, I will provide, FREE OF CHARGE, a bonus play, giving you two plays for the price of one.

EVERY EFFORT WAS MADE TO ENSURE ACCURACY OF PROGRAM NUMBERS. PLEASE VERIFY BEFORE WAGERING

RACE 6  Post Time 3:05  6 Furlongs | Fillies and Mares | 4 Year Olds
And Up | Allowance | Purse: $57,500

$1 Daily Double / $1 Exacta / $.50 Trifecta / $.10 Superfecta $1 Bet 3 (Races 6-7-8) / $.50 Pick 5 (Races 6-10)

Pace Scenario
Without a dyed-in-the-wool frontrunner in the lineup, Klondike Katie is expected to be forwardly placed, and she could find herself carving out modest fractions under new pilot John Velazquez.

PICK OF THE DAY  # 6 Klondike Kate
She definitely needed her return effort off a layoff in her Gulfstream Park unveiling on December 7. She raced a bit wide tracking the early pacesetters, and was basically finished leaving the far turn in a building-block race. The winner that day has since returned to annex a Tampa stakes contest last Saturday, which only serves to flatter her recent third place finish. She makes her second start of the meet switching to Johnny V. Exhibits a stamina-building 5F prep breeze on December 28 in the interim. She should obviously be much 'fitter' today. Her 'sit and pounce' running style should serve her well in a race devoid of much early speed.
**Wagering Strategy**

- A win bet on (6) KLONDIKE KATIE.
- 3-unit Exacta: (6) KLONDIKE KATIE over (3) FORCE DE LA NATURE, reverse for 2 units.
- 2-unit Exactas: (6) KLONDIKE KATIE over (4) READY TO UNLEASH & (5) STARSHIP SERENA, reverse each for 1 unit.

A unit = your base wager. For example, if you are a $2 better, one unit would equal $2. These are just suggestions, so please remember to wager within your comfort level. Every effort has been made to ensure the program numbers are correct but please double check before wagering.

**SCRATCHES:** If the Pick of the Day is scratched, alerting e-mail will be sent to your DRF.com address. You will be able to download a replacement Pick of the Day at anytime in the future. Please note that if a bonus play is included, that becomes the selection.

Any questions or comments can be sent to: thewizard@selectionsbythewizard.net
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